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Abstract: In this paper we give a construction of bands of arbitrary
semigroups and we apply this result to study of normal bands of semigroups, and especially for normal bands of monoids. We generalize some
well-known results concerning normal bands of monoids and groups.

In this paper we consider band compositions in the general case. Using
a general construction for a semilattice of semigroups, we give a construction
for a band of arbitrary semigroups. This construction is a very simple consequence of Theorem A, but we give some important applications of this construction: We give a description of normal bands of arbitrary semigroups,
especially of normal bands of monoids, and as consequences we obtain some
well-known results concerning normal bands of monoids and groups. Note
that in our considerations, the conditions (5) and (6) in Theorem A have the
important role.
Throughout this paper, S
(B;S i) means that a semigroup S is a
band B of semigroups Si,
is a
B. Let S (B;S), where each
B, if ij j
monoid with the identity e, S is a systematic band B of S, i
and ji j=:>
(M. Yamada [141). S is a proper band of Si if
B}
is a subsemigroup of S (B.M. Schein [11]). Let S be an ideal of a
(eli
Semigroup D. A congruence a on D is an S-congruence on D if its restrictidn
on S is the equality relation on S. An ideal extension D of a semigroup S is
a dense extension of S if the equality relation is the unique S-congruence on D.
Theorem A [9]. Let Y be a semilattice. For each o
Y we associate a
f?
For
0 if c :/:
and an extension
semigroup
of such that
>_
Y such that c fl let qba.,
every pair a, fl
D, be a mapping satisfying:
is the identity mapping on
(1)

S

ee

e

ee

S

Ca.a

e

_

D S

Sa

Sa

(S,) (S,) S
[(a,a) (ba,.z)].e, (a.,r) (bCa,r),
for all c, fl, )" Y such that aft > )" and all a
(2)
(3)

Define

a multiplication

Sa, b
U arSa with:
(a,.)(bCa,a), (a S., b
on

.

D D

S

Sa.

a* b
(4)
Sa).
(Y Sa, Ca,, Da).
Then S is a semilattice Y of semigroups Sa, in notation S
Conversely. every semigroup S which is a semilattice Y of semigroups Sa can
be so constructed. In addition. D a can be chosen to satisfy:

(5)
(6)

D {ba,. fl >- , b Sa, fl
D. is a dense extension of Sa.
*)

Y}
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Y
If we assume c- fl in (3), then Ca,r is a homomorphism for all c, 1"
or
if
maps S into S,, i.e. if S,
such that a --> ’. If each
S,,
D
S, for each a Y, then we write S (Y ;S, ,). In this case the condi(Y S, ,,) and if {, a _> fl) is a transl.
tion (2) can be omitted. If S
for c _> fl _> ’, then S is a
tire system of homomorphisms, i.e. if
[Y ;S, Ca,z].
strong semilattice of semigroups S and we write S
For Undefined notions and n0tations we refer to [9] and [10].
A very ’important .problem in the theory of semigroups is the following:
B) of semigroups indexed by a band B, how to deGiven a family (Si]i
U iS such that S (B S), ie. such that
fine a multiplication on S
B?
j
for
such a ease, we say that S is a band composiall
In
i,
S,
SiS
tion of semigroups Si. Band composiions have been considered merely in various special cases. Left, right and matrix compositions of semigroups were
Sehwarz [12]. A comstudied by R, Yoshida [15], [16], M. Petrieh [10] and
position, of a semilattiee of arbitrary semigroups is given by Theorem A ([9]).
Some special types of such compositions were studied by G. Lallement [6]
and M. Petrieh [8]. Strong semilattices of semigroups were first defined and
studied by A.H. Clifford [5], and then by M. Yamada and N. Kimura [13], M.
Petrieh [7], M. Yamada [14]. Some band compositions were considered by the
authors [2], and compositions of bands of monoids were considered by B.M.
Sehein [11], M. Yamada [14] and by the authors [1], [3]. Band compositions
obtained from spined products of some semigroups will be presented in the
next paper of the authors [4].
Theorem 1. Let a band B be a semilattice Y of rectangular bands
0 if
ce
Y. To each i B we associate a semigroup S such that Si f
B, if and only if
i :/:’ j. Then a semigroup S is a band B of semigvoups S,
the following cond#ions hold"

,;,,r. ,r,

-

.

..

S

-

(Y ;S..
(7) S
D.);
(8) each Sa is a matrix B. of semigroups S i, i
tension

of Sa

Ba.

and

D.

is an ideal ex-

Si, for all i B, j B,.
S
Let
be
a
B of semigroups S, i B. Then S is a semilatband
Proof

(9)

(Si,,)(Sz,,)

B

of semiY, S is a matrix
rice Y of semigroups S and for every c
obtain
we
By Theorem A, we see (7) and (8), and by (4)
groups Si, i

Ba.

(9).
Conversely, let (7), (8) and (9) hold. Then by (9) and by the definition of
B.
multiplication in B we obtain that S is a band B of semigroups S,
A band B is normal if it is a strong semilattice of rectangular bands, or,
ayxa ([10]).
equivalently, if it satisfies the identity axya
Theorem 2. Let S be a semigroup constructed as in Theorem 1. Then each
can be chosen to satisfy"
(A1) Da is a matrix Ba of semigroups Di, i Ba
(A2) each S is contained in Di;
if and only if B is a normal band.
Proof Let S be a band composition constructed as in Theorem 1 and

Da

M.
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be the related band congruence.
S, a S,, x So y Sr, c, /3, ?’ Y. Let 6=
flr, and let aCa, D i, x Ce, ( Dr, YCr,o Dk, i, j, k Bo. By (4),
(3) and by (A1) we obtain
(10) a. x. y a
(a., e) (xCe,) (Yet,e) (a.,) DiDtDkD D i,
(11) a y x. a
(a.,) (YCr,) (xCe,) (a.,) DD,DD D.
Thus, by (10) and (11) we have that aSxgySa, agy$xSa
Di f S
S, so a$xSy$aTra$y:xSa, whence B S/Tr is a normal band.
Conversely, let B- [Y;Ba, 0, e] be a normal band and each Da be
chosen to satisfy (5). Let a
S, b St, where i Ba, j Be c, fl, r
>
Y, c,/3 7". Then
let

7r

Assume a, x, y

(12)
Indeed, let

b

*

S

x

.

aCa,r

-_

a,r

b,r iOn, r

bCe,r

Sio,,

and let x
S(o,, so by

So,,.

a. x

jO, r.

--

* x S * So, b S(o,,
(be,r)x
* x we
Similarly we obtain that

Then a

(a,,r)x

(jOe, r)(iOn, r) j(iO,,r) iOn, r.
(iOn,r) (]’Oe,r) iOa,r, so iOn, r jOe, r. Thus, (12) holds. Assume that
Y, k
D {a,r cr >_ ’, a S, i B, iO,r k},
that

obtain

"

Br.

By (12) it follows that these sets are pairwise disjoint. It is clear that Dr
tO {D[ k e Br) S D, for all k B r and Si, r Do,,, for all a _> ’,

iB.

Assume a S, b St, a,/3_>
a* b
St, so by (3) it follows that

7",

a,/3, 7"

Y, i B,jBe Then

(a-,r) (bee,r) ((a.,.e) (bCe,.e)) .e,r
(ij) Oae,r
(iOa,ae) (J’Oe,.e) ) O.e,r

(a. b) .e,r Sit.e,r
(iOa,r) (j0e,r), then Dio.,Dto,
D(o.,)(toe,), so each Dr is a matrix Br of semigroups D, k B r.
It is known that if S is a semilattice Y of monoids Sa, then this semilattice is composed as (Y;Sa, a,e) (since monoids have not proper dense exSince

tensions). This result can be generalized in the following way.
Theorem 3. A semigroup S is normal band of monoids if and only if S
(Y ;S., .,,) such that each Sa is a matrix of monoids.
Proof Let B [Y;B., 0,], where B. are rectangular bands and let
S be a normal band B of monoids S, i Ba, ce Y, constructed as in
Theorem 1, with (5) and (6), and let (A1) and (A2) from Theorem 2 hold. For
i Ba, let ei be the identity element of S.
Assume ce Y. Define a relation a on Da by
aabCVa, b D, i B a, andae= bei.
It is clear that a is an equivalence relation. Let a a b and x Dt. Note, firstly, that ae = ei(ae)
(ea)e ea, for all a Di since ea, ae S.
Assume that a, b D for some i B a. Then ax, bx Dt, whence

(ax)et

eit(ax) = (eita)ex

et(ae)x

e)(bei)x

(bx)eit

so a is a right congruence. Similarly we prove that a is a left congruence, so
a is a congruence.
Let a, b
and let a ab. Then a, b
S, for some i Ba, whence
a
ae bei- b. Thus, a is a Sa-congruence. Since Da is a dense extension of Sa (by the hypothesis (6)), then a is the equality relation on Da.

Sa
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D i, for some
B. Then by a a ae it follows that a ae
Therefore
S.
D S.
Conversely, let S
(Y;S, qb,e) and let each S be a matrix B of
Let us prove that
monoids S, i
B. Assume c,/3 Y such that a
(Vi B)( j B) S,.
(13)
S.
Assume i B, and assume that e is an identity element of S. Let j
such that
S. Then for every a S we obtain that

.

Assume a

e,.,
a,

B

(eae),

(e,) (a.,)(e,)

SSS S.

Thus, Si,
S, and since S are pairwise disjoint, then (13) holds. Theregiven by:
into
fore, the mapping 0, of

Be

B

iO.

j

S,

S.

,

.

is well defined. It is not hard to verify that {0.,[a 2
a,
[Y
constitutes a transitive system. If B
0.], then B is a normal
band and for a
S, b S, we have that

;,

(a.e) (b,.,) (S.,) (S,.,)
S,

ab

So.,So,.,

S(o.)(o.)
so

S is a band B of monoids S (a Y, i B).
Remark 1. Let S
(B;S), B be a normal band and each

S be a
monoid with the identity e. and let B
[Y;B, 0.], Y be a semilattice.
rectangular bands. By Theorem 3 it follows that this is equivalent to
S (Y;S, .), where S (B ;S). Moreover. it can be proved that
is uniquely determined with
Y, a
each
for

B

,

a.,, ,

a

S,

a., aeo.,

B.

Example. The semilattice composition from Theorem 3 may not be
{0,1,2}, 0 > 1 > 2.
strong. This is shown by the following example: let Y
be a semilattice, and let S
{e, a} be monoids in which the multiplication is given by
a, a E Define homoe, ea ae
a >
by
morphisms

a.,,
o,

,,
monoids

eoo,.

.

e=
eo ao
()
a a

aZ=

o,

eo ao
()
e a

,

a a
K satisfying (1). Then S= (Y;Sa, ,,) is a semilattice of
S and it is not a strong semilattice of monoids S, since (eoo,),

Let S- (B S), where B is a band and each S is a monoid with the
e. Then S is a weakly systematic band of monoids S if for i, j, k
B, i 2 j 2 k eee ee.
By the following theorem we describe strong semilattices of matrices of
identity

monoids.

A semigroup S is a strong semilattice of matrices of monoids if
if S is a weakly systematic normal band of monoids.
Proof Let S [Y ;S, ,,]. By Theorem 3 we obtain that S is a norB
mal band of monoids. Let us use notations of Remark 1. Assume i, j, k
2
2
j=
and
j
such that i2j2 k. Then
B
k
B,
B,,
r
r,
ion, o, k ion, r, whence
Theorem 4.

and only

M.
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eie
eieoa,eeio,r eeoa,eeoa,eoe,r eia,ee, r eqSa, = eieioa,
Conversely, let S be a weakly systematic normal band of monoids and
let us use notations of Remark 1. If or, fl,
Y, er _> fl _> 7 and a S,

eiee

i

B,

then

aqba,aqbe, r aeio.,eeio.,aee,r aeieio.,eeioa,r aeieio.,
Let S [Y;S, $a,e], where Sa- (Ba ;S), B. is a

aqba, r.

rectangular band
and each S is a monoid with the identity e i. S is a special strong semilattice
B.}.,e c_ {e j Be} (M. Yamada
of Sa if for or, t9 Y, a >- t5 {el
[14]). In notations of Remark 1, this is equivalent with: a’ _>/3, i B.
eea.,e eo.,e, or,/3 Y, or, equivalently, if for i, j B, i > j
By Theorems 3 and 4 and Remark 1 we obtain the following consequences.
Corollary 1 [14]. A semigroup S is a systematic normal band of monoids if
and only if S is a special strong semilattice of systematic matrices of monoids.
Corollary 2. A semigroup S is a proper normal band of monoids if and only
S
is
a special strong semilattice of proper matrices of monoids.
if
Note that S is a proper matrix of monoids if and,only if S is isomorphic
to a direct product of a monoid and a rectangular band [11].
Corollary 3. A semigroup S is a normal band of unipotent monoids if and
only if S is a strong semilattice of matrices of unipotent monoids.
Corollary 4 [9]. A semigroup S is a normal band of groups if and only if S
is a strong semilattice of completely simple semigroups.
Corollary 5 [9]. A semigroup S is an orthodox normal band of groups if
and only if S is a strong semilattice of rectangular groups.
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